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Routes
Dancing to
New Orleans
United Kingdom 2007
Director: Alex Reuben
Certificate: not submitted 48m
Alex Reuben’s documentary Routes
sets up its no-frills aesthetic of focused
intensity and surging rhythms in the
opening scene – an extended sequence
in which the camera either cleaves
to a simple square wooden board,
upon which various members of a
community in the town of Asheville,
North Carolina ‘flatfoot’ to the
accompaniment of some spectacular
Appalachian bluegrass, or weaves its
way immersively through musicians,
charged-up onlookers and would-be
participants. Taking its cue from Harry
Smith’s celebrated Anthology of American
Folk Music and evidently inflected by
his own passion for the historical roots
of dance culture in its myriad forms,
London-based DJ and director Reuben’s
subsequent road trip will branch out
across the Deep South to document
numerous other forms of dance and
music that have flourished here for
centuries and that never-endingly
sprout new tendrils and offshoots,
arriving finally in New Orleans’
cultural epicentre struggling to come
to terms with Katrina’s aftermath.
Reuben made his trip at a charged
moment; as well as Katrina, the build-up
to the Iraq war had fuelled his
disillusionment with the way words
had become a vehicle for lies and
manipulation, influencing his decision
to jettison voiceover and interviews
and instead allow the dancing and
music to speak for themselves, without
distractions – shots from a car window
are the only break between locations.
Similarly he aims for a visual
transparency – mercifully free of
look-at-me direction and editing – that
serves the material, prioritising sound
over image (Reuben undertook never
to break the fluidity of his sound synch)
and raw, textured immediacy over
polished, carefully composed images.
Like the dancers in the film, Reuben
achieves his own delicate balance;
inviting viewers to lose themselves
in the rhythms, but also to remain
alert to nuances and connections in
the dance experiences, never overt
or laboured in this subtly understated
film; the ‘democracy in dance’ Reuben
aims to represent is mirrored in the
unpatronising relationship with the
viewer, given space to find their own
way into the film and make links based
on their own knowledge and interests.
Racial faultlines, political undertones
and historical continuities gradually
emerge. Two young hip-hop dancers in
Memphis demonstrate some exquisite
mime-style moves they call “bucking”,
a reference to the word for a male slave,
which in turn relates to an AfricanAmerican step known as ‘buck dancing’.
Elsewhere Tuscarora Indians perform
a smoke dance with similar steps
and clear affinities with that opening

SYNOPSIS A film documenting a
solo road trip inspired by Harry
Smith’s Anthology of American
Folk Music, undertaken to explore
and document the multifarious
forms of music and dance
flourishing in the Deep South,
from North Carolina to New Orleans
– the latter filmed in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina in 2005. The
different kinds of music and dance
captured in numerous everyday
settings include Appalachian
bluegrass, clogging, Mississippi
fife-and-drum blues, krumping,
Memphis hip-hop, the Tuscarora
Indian smoke dance, Louisiana
Cajun, zydeco and swamp pop.

flatfooting scene in North Carolina,
which in turn bears similarities to
breakdance steps. Each dance, with all
its historical layering and resonances,
is always anchored in landscapes and
communities, for which Reuben has
coined the phrase “choreogeography”.
The film builds to a scene of euphoric
collective bonding near the end, not
dissimilar to one in John Gianvito’s
Profit Motive and the Whispering Wind
(2007), another minimalist but
pointedly political affirmation of the
past in the present and the survival of
a spirit of communitarian resistance.
If Reuben’s film has a fault, you
might occasionally find the editing a
little abrupt, wish the camera would
linger longer on contextual details
and the surrounding landscapes; in
fact with such rich and diverse material,
its 48 minutes running time feels
parsimonious.
Kieron Corless
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Sakuran
Japan 2007
Director: Mika Ninagawa
With Anna Tsuchiya, Shiina Kippei,
Narimiya Hiroki, Kimura Yoshino
Based on a manga series by Anno
Moyoco, photographer Ninagawa
Mika’s debut feature boasts a sensuous
visual exterior which, while initially
arresting, can never fully conceal the
flimsy melodrama operating beneath.
Set in Edo-period Tokyo within the
opulent pleasure dens of the Yoshiwara
district, Sakuran chronicles the ascent
of strong-willed Kiyoha (played by
model and pop star Anna Tsuchiya)
from rebellious servant to revered
‘oiran’ (the highest level of courtesan)
after she is sold as a child to the
Tamagikuya, an upmarket brothel.
Tsuchiya virtually reprises her
disaffected free-spirit role from
Nakashima Tetsuya’s recent Kamikaze
Girls as the no-nonsense but vulnerable
courtesan whose beguiling bedside
manner and disarming honesty make
her a favourite with the brothel’s
clients. Kiyoha’s desire for freedom
and autonomy conflicts with a fierce
ambition to succeed as an oiran, her
institutionalised status symbolised
by the recurring motif of goldfish bowls;
once out of the bowl, survival odds
are slim for these women.
With sex representing only one
element of their required duties,
oiran were more polymaths than
prostitutes, skilled in art, musicianship
and intellectual discourse. However,
Sakuran doesn’t really explore this, with
Kiyoha’s fame cemented by her ‘way’
with the customers more than anything
else. The languorous exchanges
conducted in the brothel soon grow
repetitive, and the action later settles
into a soapy love-triangle plot crowned
by an outrageous climactic deus ex
machina that dampens Kiyoha’s earlier
independence.
Ninagawa’s background in fashion
and advertising photography informs
much of her strident mise en scène: deep
reds and blacks drench the screen,
compositions often resembling still
tableaux that have been jolted into
animation. Even death is intensely
aestheticised, as when the blood of a
suicidal oiran ironically showers her
ineffectual artist lover’s blank canvas.
As Sofia Coppola did with Marie
Antoinette (whose positioning of its
female character as a rebel stranded
out of time and trapped in a hermetic
world Sakuran most recalls), Ninagawa
injects the period trappings with a pop
sensibility that isn’t always cohesive.
Sequences showing the oiran parading
the streets staring directly into the
camera seem to have strayed in from
a fashion shoot, while the dialogue
has a disconcerting effect of alternating
between the profanely modern (“Bugger
off”) and the more traditional (“This
world is a vale of tears”). Shena Ringo’s
eclectic modern score works in places
– such as when the oiran display their
wares to big-band cabaret – but other
jazzy pop numbers seem awkwardly
intrusive. One moment could almost

